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Three corpse flowers to bloom at U.S. Botanic Garden

Washington, D.C. - For the first time in the history of the U.S. Botanic Garden (USBG), three corpse flowers (Amorphophallus titanum) are about to bloo

Conservatory. The plants went on display Tuesday, August 8. One of the plants is the first corpse flower to bloom that the USBG has grown from seed. T

estimates peak bloom might happen between August 17th and 22nd. Once fully open, each bloom usually remains open for 24 to 48 hours and then quic

track the blooms' progress via live video at www.USBG.gov/CorpseFlower. This appears to be the first time that a garden in North America has three cor
same time.

The corpse flower, also called "the stinky plant," is famous for its large size, pungent odor, and unpredictable bloom schedule. The bloom is the largest u

the world - reaching up to 12 feet tall in the wild. An inflorescence is a cluster of multiple flowers that in the case of Amorphophallus species looks like a s

flower has hundreds of flowers located at the base of the spadix (the large vertical center) inside the famous purple-maroon spathe (the part that looks si

The corpse flower gets its name from the putrid scent it emits while in bloom to attract pollinators such as carrion beetles and flies. Some describe the sc
garlic, fish, diapers, and rotting meat.

The plant, first known to science in 1878, is native to tropical rainforests of Indonesia. Since such a large bloom requires lots of energy, it can take severa

to store enough energy to bloom. Public displays of this unique plant have occurred a limited number of times in the United States. The U.S. Botanic Gar
blooming corpse flowers, the most recent of which bloomed last year.

The U.S. Botanic Garden is open to the public, free of charge, every day of the year from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. On August 17-21, the Conservatory will stay o

corpse flower is on display, and will stay open until 10 p.m. during peak bloom days. The Conservatory is located at 100 Maryland Ave. SW, on the south

Capitol. Visitors are encouraged to use Metrobus and Metrorail. Visit www.USBG.gov/CorpseFlower for updates on peak bloom timing and extended hou
plant, and to see a live video stream.
###
Media photo folder (photos of current bloom and previous peak bloom)
Available for interview: USBG Deputy Executive Director, Curator, and botanists
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The United States Botanic Garden (USBG) is one of the oldest botanic gardens in North America. The Garden informs visitors about the importance and

diversity of plants, as well as their aesthetic, cultural, economic, therapeutic and ecological significance. With over a million visitors annually, the USBG s
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